
1. EAGLE: simulations
-Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations

using GADGET3 (Tree-PM + SPH)
- Follow formation & evolution of galaxies
- Adopt subgrid recipes for radiative cooling, 

star & BH formation & 
feedback from stars and AGNs
(Schaye + 2015)

3.SKIRT (based on Baes + 2011)
- post-processing of galaxy data from EAGLE
- assign dust to star-forming gas particles 
- Forward modelling: 3D radiative transfer
 Predict broadband fluxes from UV to sub-mm

(Camps + 2018)

2.EAGLE: Public data release 
 halo & galaxy catalogues

(McAlpine + 2016)
 particle data

(EAGLE Team 2017)
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6 set of simulations with GADGET 3 (N-body Tree-PM SPH code)

-DM + Baryonic matter: gas, stars, BH
-from z=127  to z=0
-LCDM cosmology: 

WL=0.693,  Wm=0.307,  Wb=0.04825, s8=0.8288, ns=0.9611, H0= 67.77 km/s/Mpc

-Dxgrid = 33 – 66 h-1 kpc, 
but gravitational softening lengths, smoothing length h << Dxgrid

Plummer potential
with  Softening length

Dxgrid

-subgrid physics model: 
processes not resolved by the numerical scheme are implemented 
as subgrid source and sink terms. 
 Fine-turning of a set of free parameters 
 calibrated against observations: 

one cell



Subgrid recipes for feedback from stars & BHs

Stars:
BHs:

Radiative feedback

Chemical feedback Thermal feedback
 Mechanical feedback 

& mass-loss

wind
c-c SNe
SN Ia

UV photons: photoionization & heating

Pop III  Pop II stars

wind
c-c SNe
SN Ia

Triggering or suppressing SF

Triggering or suppressing star formation

1 . stochastic star formation: Kennicutt-Schmidt relations
2. Initial Mass Function by Chabrier (2003) + Dust formation
3. Seed black hole: Bondi-Hoyle accretion + feedback (AGN heating)
4. radiative cooling and photoionization heating with temperature floor
5. stellar mass loss due to winds (massive stars, SN Ia, core collapse SN)
6. thermal energy feedback + chemical enrichment from star formation

IMF + dust formation

Seed + accretion

radiative cooling
(depend on metallicity)



Z=127 time Z=0

Properties of haloes and galaxies
-stellar mass, SFR, metallicity, merger trees (evolution)
-photomertic magnitudes & colors: SDSS u, g, r filters
-mock three-color gri images

Snap shots of galaxies along z 

29 snap shots

Structured Query Language (SQL):
data retrieval tool

Z=20



http://icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/database.php

Structured Query Language (SQL)
+ Python
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Calibrating subgrid recipes against observations
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-blue and star forming galaxies
-red and quenched galaxies
-in between those two: “green valley”
in the process of quenching.

Observational Data: SDSS+GALEX+Galaxy Zoo data 



-Bimodality in color at z=0.1 : red & blue sequences. 
-Redder with increasing M*, as more massive galaxies are more metal rich and hence redder
-red sequence becomes bluer and less populated at higher z
-blue sequence becomes bluer with increasing z
-bluer with higher SFR: strong (anti)correlation
-it is not being easy being green:  D tgreen < 2 Gyr

red

blue

Trayford + 2016

star forming

quenched

green valley

Evolution of galaxy color metallicity

Red-sequence galaxies: elliptical, bulge 
dominated, older, redder
Blue-cloud galaxies: disk dominated, star-
forming, younger, bluer



time

Merger-tree

Following the evolution of galaxy properties with merger history Qu + 2017

grand design 
spiral at z=1

elliptical 
at z=0

minor mergers

after a major merger

after a major merger



galaxy
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*perform resampling to 
overcome small-sampling 
problem

Mdust = fdust Z M

stellar pop. SED

starbust SED

SED for PDR + H II

SKIRT

Camps + 2018

apply

galaxy SED





(intrinsic color)

Redden color due to dust (observed-intrinsic) color

(dust mass)Herschel SPIRE:250/350/500 mm

color-color diagram

Herschel Reference Survey data

Modified Black Body

Herschel SPIRE:250/350/500 mm

Mapping III template with different Z

EAGLE galaxies



1. SIMULATION

2. Galaxy Catalogues

3. Revised Catalogues with Dust + Radiative Transfer

 EAGLE provides a powerful tool for understanding and 
interpreting a wide range of observation measurements.



No. of papers with “EAGLE” in the title since 2015: ~ 60





Large scale projection through the Illustris
volume at z=0. Shows dark matter density (left) 
transitioning to gas density (right).

AREPO codel (Springel 2010): unstructured moving mesh




